Portable Storage Containers

Portable storage requirements are tailor made for ISO shipping containers. If you have large cargo, retail inventory or just a general storage a 20 ft. or 40 ft. standard or high cube container can be the answer. MCS can rent or sell you a container and have it delivered to you for loading at your designated site.

MCS provides both options to rent and to purchase your storage requirements. This allows you the financial flexibility to accomplish the task quickly, conveniently and at a great value.

Moveable Container Storage Regional Offices:
- Raleigh, NC
- Miami, FL
- Chicago, IL
- Dallas, TX
- San Rafael, CA

MCS Rentals:
- Clean and Secure Containers
- Competitive Rates
- On-Time Delivery
- Scheduled Pick Up Times
- No Hidden Fees

CONTACT INFORMATION:
www.moveablecontainer.com
info@moveablecontainer.com
866.222.2299